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Adresse BJB GmbH & Co. KG 
Werler Str. 1 
59755 Arnsberg

Pays Allemagne

Téléphone 0049 29 32 982 281

Télécopie 0049 29 32 982 8281

Internet www.bjb.com

 

Employées 800

Année de fondation 1867

CORRESPONDANTS
Contact 1. M. Gregor Kirchhoff 

Gruppenleiter Einkauf 
Phone: 0049 29 32 982 281 
Fax: 0049 29 32 982 8281 

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
BJB Automation is an integral part of BJB GmbH + Co. KG, an internationally active, owner-operated manufacturer of components for the lighting and
domestic appliance industry. The company has a workforce of 900 employees worldwide, 680 of whom work at the headquarters in Arnsberg, South
Westphalia, Germany. Each year, 500 million individual components consisting of approx. 3 billion parts are manufactured on automated production
lines and supplied worldwide.

Having access to all relevant departments from Design and Development to Tooling and Equipment Manufacture, the BJB Automation division has
powerful resources. The financial strength of BJB also enables it to finance long production lead times in advance from its own resources, thereby
providing the customer with a secure and stable basis for planning.

Due to its market leadership in lampholders, switches, terminal blocks and light fittings for domestic appliances, BJB has profound knowledge and
experience in the automation of production processes. A high degree of vertical integration and qualified staff also provide above-average know-how at
all levels, consistently high product quality and a strong customer focus in business operations. This makes BJB Automation a reliable, well-resourced
and experienced partner for innovative solutions in general automation technology.

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
BJB has been associated with lighting technology for 140 years, initially by manufacturing components for oil lamps and then, since the beginning of
the 20th century, by providing the electrical connection between the power source and the lamp.  

Equipped with this knowledge, we have continuously developed new, user-friendly lampholder systems, terminal blocks and switches up to the present
day for markets throughout the world. In other words: We provide a “Connection to light”. 

The way in which these “connections” are installed and the progress which can be achieved in light fitting assembly is the objective of a further area of
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operation: ADS automation. Here we develop, build and supply customer-specific systems for the automation of light fitting production.  

A third important element is our lighting solutions for domestic appliances. Our light fittings are used in ovens, microwaves, refrigerators and freezers,
washing machines, driers, dishwashers and extractor hoods by almost all the major producers in the world. 

In all product fields, we constantly strive for proximity to the customer through continuous innovation and worldwide presence. Co-operating with our
important development partners from the lamp industry in achieving progress in lighting and luminaire technology. 
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